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From cellphones and electric cars to storage batteries for apartment blocks: 
lithium ion batteries have taken the world by storm – and stoked the demand 
for electricity that is available around the clock. This poses two problems, 
however: firstly, high-performance batteries are flammable and have to be 
monitored while charging and discharging to make sure nothing happens. 
Secondly, the majority of lithium ion batteries come from China these days. 
The lifestyle in large parts of the world is, therefore, increasingly dependent 
on one supply region – much like during the oil crisis in the 1970s. It is 
clear that the popular lithium ion battery will eventually be replaced by new 
technologies. At Empa, several research teams are investigating potential 
solutions for the electricity conserves of the next few decades. 

Canned power
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The hot topics  
in battery research
Battery research is a broad field. Therefore, it is important to define the research objectives as 
precisely as possible. Empa researcher Corsin Battaglia explains where we are heading.

TEXT: Rainer Klose / PICTURE: Empa 

Battery research is currently a hot topic. 
For Empa’s battery researchers, this 
means they have to hold their own 

among the stiff international competition. 
Therefore, it is crucial to exactly define the 
direction, in which the research is supposed 
to head. After all, batteries need to fulfil very 
different criteria depending on the desired 
application – whether it be as a stationary 
solar power storage system for a mountain 
cabin or as a battery to power a sports car.

Swift and safe charging
In order to construct electric cars with a 
greater range, batteries with a higher charge 
density are required. At the same time, they 
have to withstand large charging currents if 
they are to be recharged rapidly at, say, high-

Lithium ion batteries – how they work 

way rest stops. However, quick charging is 
not without risks, especially at low tempera-
tures: Tree-like entities made of metallic 
lithium – known as dendrites – can form in 
the battery. These electrically conductive 
metallic deposits can cause a short circuit in 
the cell and, in the worst-case scenario, even 
set the battery on fire. Modern fast-charging 
systems thus check the temperature of the 
battery before the charging current flows. 
Battery researchers are on the lookout for 
performance-enhancing ingredients for bat-
teries without compromising their safety. 

The crux with critical raw materials
Lithium ion battery technology has largely 
defined our society in the last few years. 
Since its commercial launch in 1991, it has 

been instrumental in the laptop, smart- 
phone and tablet revolution. In recent years, 
however, the roaring success of lithium ion 
batteries has also triggered such a steep in-
crease in the demand for the raw materials 
needed to build the batteries that, a few 
years ago, the European Commission classed 
cobalt and graphite as critical raw materials, 
for instance. 

Unfortunately, for the time being cobalt 
cannot easily be replaced as it facilitates 
both high charge densities (i.e. a lot of ener-
gy in a small volume) and high charge cycle 
stability for the battery (i.e. many charging 
and discharging processes, hence a long bat-
tery lifetime). Batteries that are used in elec-
tric cars today are very similar to those 
found in our electronic devices such as tab-
lets and smartphones, which is why the de-
mand for cobalt and graphite is set to keep 
on rising in years to come. 

All over the world, the search is well 
underway to find substitute materials that 
are cost-effective and in abundant supply 
but do not have any technical drawbacks. 
Empa was involved in the development of a 
vanadium-based battery, for instance, which 
is currently being commercialized by the 
Swatch subsidiary Belenos.

Price is key – for stationary devices
An increasing amount of solar and wind 
power is to be stored locally to place less of 
a strain on the power grids. For these “large” 
batteries, short charging times and a high 
power density is less important as the bat-
tery can be a lot heavier and bulkier in a 
basement than in a smartphone or in the 
undercarriage of a car. In contrast, the price 
and the operating costs throughout the 
system’s lifetime are crucial as the battery 
has to compete with other energy storage 
systems.

Apart from studies aimed at understanding 
and improving the behavior of current lithi-
um ion batteries, Empa’s research also con-
centrates on developing completely new 
concepts for batteries and exploring their 
potential – a long and oftentimes tedious 
process, as Corsin Battaglia, head of Empa’s 
Materials for Energy Conversion lab, points 
out: “Once a new battery system has proved 
itself in the lab, there is still a long way to 
go. It often takes years before we have a 
product or concept that’s ready for the mar-
ket. It’s our job to speed up this process.” 

Research at the materials level is accom-
panied by life cycle assessments (LCA) to 
improve the battery’s recyclability, for in-
stance, or compare different technologies in 
terms of their environmental impact through-
out the battery’s life cycle. //

Where the prototype 
of a new battery is born: 
Marie-Claude Bay and 
Corsin Battaglia work in 
a “glove box” as the 
components need to be 
shielded from oxygen.
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The original lithium ion battery consists of an anode made of graphite and a 
cathode made of cobalt oxide. Between the cathode (positive pole) and the 
anode (negative pole), a liquid ensures that the lithium ions are able to move 
inside the battery. This liquid consists of fluorophosphate salts dissolved in 
an anhydrous organic solvent, such as dimethyl carbonate, and is flammable. 
In a charged state, the lithium ions sit between the graphite layers. As soon 
as the battery provides electricity, the lithium ions move through the electro-
lytes to the cathode, where they slip into the structural holes in the cobalt 
oxide and remain there permanently. 

In a charged state, the lithium ions are located in the cobalt oxide. As the 
battery charges, they move back into the graphite. 

The lithium ion battery is all around us. It provides sufficient power for smart-
phones, toys, kitchen appliances and hobby tools. Electric cars, boats or even 
planes, however, need a bit more. How does it work? 
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In principle, solid electrolytes 
are crystals – like this quartz 
crystal. The ions move through 
the crystal lattice. In order 
to find or design suitable crystals, 
we need well-founded insights 
into solid state chemistry and
state-of-the-art analytical 
techniques.

Non-flammable and leak-proof: 
Borohydride as an ion conductor

Arndt Remhof, a group leader in the Laboratory of Materials for Energy Conversion headed by Corsin Battaglia 
uses amide borohydride as material for solid electrolytes. Having studied it as a hydrogen store, Remhof has 
years of experience in this material class. He has now turned his attention to the ion conductibility of these 
solids.
This year, he has already published some promising results: The conductibility of the solid electrolyte made of 
amide borohydride developed at Empa is comparable to a liquid electrolyte at room temperature. The novel 
solid electrolyte even remains stable at temperatures of up to 150 degrees Celsius – conventional liquid 
electrolytes would be a safety hazard at such high temperatures.
Nevertheless, it is still early days and the project is experiencing its fair share of teething problems. So far, for 
instance, the amide borohydride has only been able to withstand a voltage of around one volt.  Naturally, this 
is too low for a marketable battery. To tackle this problem, the researchers are currently developing and studying 
alternative boron compounds – and have already achieved a voltage of three volts. “This is a first step towards 
replacing liquid lithium ion batteries with solid batteries in future,” explains Empa researcher Léo Duchêne, who 
developed the first three-volt prototypes with a sodium-metal anode.

Crystal power

A battery’s electrolyte is located between the anode and the cathode. The ions move 
through this layer when the battery is charged or discharged. Will we succeed in producing 
efficient electrolytes from solid materials? Ones that neither burn nor leak?

Strong and safe:
Lithium metal anodes and solid electrolytes

No flammable electrolyte – if a material is combustible it has no place in a battery, according to Stephan Bücheler. “The battery we’re de-
veloping shouldn’t give off any hazardous substances at all while it is in operation, even if it malfunctions,” says the Empa researcher. He is 
a specialist for the production and characterization of thin semiconductor layers and has been conducting research and development on 
flexible thin-film solar cells at Empa for several years. He is now turning his expertise to batteries.

“Thin-film solar cells are a useful thing – full thin-film batteries less so. After all, efficient batteries always have a certain volume to reach 
high capacity,” says Bücheler. “However, fitting a battery with thin films in certain places does have clear advantages.” Bücheler’s research 
concerns electrolytes – i.e. the part of the battery responsible for conducting ions between the anode and the cathode, the two poles. On 
the one hand, electrolytes need to be stable and not have any holes to prevent short circuits; because if the anode and cathode touch each 
other, the battery is dead. On the other hand, the ions are supposed to move as quickly as possible during the charging and discharging 
process. So the shorter the distance between the poles, the more efficient the battery. And this is precisely where it starts to get challenging 
for Empa’s thin-film specialists. The ultra-thin solid Bücheler and his team are looking to invent should be mechanically stable and withstand 
high voltages. At the same time, it should let lithium ions pass through as easily as possible.
Bücheler is experimenting with alloys made of lithium, lanthanum and zirconium oxide, mixed with small percentages of other metals. To 
produce his ultra-thin films, he uses what is referred to as a sputtering system: in a high vacuum, material is removed from several targets, 
and then condenses on a small sample plate. The suitability of such fabricated alloys is then studied using a series of physical analysis 
methods – such as X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and mass spectrometry.
The tricky thing about the thin-film technique: the connection between the individual films needs to be very tight as well as even across the 
entire surface of the battery. “If the ion flow is higher in some places than in others, the battery will soon malfunction,” says Bücheler. 
However, the search for the perfect material might ultimately pay off. A lithium ion battery with solid thin-film electrolytes no longer needs 
a graphite anode like today’s “wet” lithium ion batteries. The anode can be made of metallic lithium, which would significantly increase the 
battery’s charge density. With the same weight and volume, one of these batteries would be considerably more efficient – and also charge 
much faster.

PICTURE: iStockphoto.com
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Battery research – where is it heading?

Starting with the familiar lithium ion batteries, researchers are moving in all  
directions. All the components of the battery are being studied: the cathode 
(positive pole), the anode (negative pole) and even the electrolyte, through 
which the ions move. Current and future battery types at a glance. 

Lithium ion battery 
See page 13

+ high energy density  
+ established technique  
–  flammable if treated wrongly  
–  limited lifespan  
–  ingredients from China (supply security) 

Research on:
–  cathode material without cobalt (from China)  
–  non-flammable electrolyte liquids  
–  better performance and reliability  
–  lower production costs 

Molten salt battery  
See page 19

+ long lifespan 
+ many charging/discharging cycles 
+ ingredients easily obtainable  
–  operating temperature 300 °C 
–  needs to be charged/heated daily  

Research on:  
–  solid electrolytes 
–  better performance and reliability 
–  lower production costs 

Lithium ion battery  
with solid electrolyte 
see pages 14 and 20  

+ non-flammable 
+ sodium or magnesium possible instead of lithium 
+ simple production (pressed powder) 
–  mechanical stress ages battery 
–  optimum electrode material still unknown 

Lithium metal anode  
with thin-film electrolyte 
See page 15 

+ higher energy density than lithium ion batteries 
+ non-flammable 
+ does not release any toxins in the event of accidents /                               
   breakdowns 

–  production at around 500 °C 
–  ingredients have to be resistant to high temperatures 

Graphite cathode, metal anode 
See page 21

+ sodium, aluminum, magnesium possible 
+ cathode made of low-cost waste graphite 
+ easy to assemble, large quantities 
–  every metal needs special chemistry 

Known battery types 

Research on new battery types
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Sea salt instead of scarce raw materials  
Lithium is becoming scarce and cannot be found in all regions of the world. A battery made of 
sodium and chloride ions would be the solution. The ingredients are found in seawater. And that 
is (virtually) everywhere.

Electro-pioneer

The electric car Think City was constructed in Finland and the US 
and also sold in Switzerland between 2008 and 2012. It had a 
range of up to 160 km and was powered by a 24-kWh molten salt 
battery with an operating temperature of 260 to 360 degrees Cel-
sius. The Think City remained on the fringes of the car industry, 
however: fewer than 3,000 cars were produced before the manu-
facturer went bankrupt in 2011.

Safe and salty: 
The aqueous sodium battery 

As we keep reading, lithium ion batteries in smartphones and laptops can go up in flames every now and so often. This triggered a spec-
tacular recall campaign for the Samsung Galaxy Note 7 in 2016, delayed the production launch for the Chevrolet Volt and Opel Ampera in 
2012 and caused eight million Sony laptop batteries to be recalled in 2006. The reason: lithium ion batteries contain a flammable liquid. 
And the oxygen released from the cathode fans the flames even further.
Wouldn’t it thus be a smart idea to substitute the flammable electrolyte for an aqueous (and thus non-flammable) solution? The problem: 
water can only withstand voltage differences of no more than 1.23 volts because it disintegrates at higher voltages. A customary lithium 
ion battery cell supplies around 3.7 volts – i.e. three times as much.
Ruben-Simon Kühnel and David Reber from Empa’s Materials for Energy Conversion lab have now found a way round this problem. They 
produced an extremely concentrated solution of a special sodium salt, sodium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide, or NaFSI for short. More than seven 
kilograms of this salt can be dissolved in a liter of water. The viscous, salty solution survives voltage differences of up to 2.6 volts. Thus, 
according to the researchers, this now means a water-based battery is within reach. And they have already assembled one: initial experiments 
with sodium titanium and sodium vanadium electrodes yielded a wealth of promising results.
The sodium water battery would also solve another problem: the global stocks of lithium that can be mined easily are limited. Sodium, on 
the other hand, is readily available in sea salt and table salt from salt mines. Likewise, all other raw materials for this battery are available 
in large quantities.

Hot and reliable:
The molten salt battery

Another path towards low-cost, yet safe batteries is the sodium nickel chloride bat-
tery, aka the molten salt or zebra battery. The first batteries of this type were already 
developed in 1985, but were overshadowed by the successful lithium ion batteries. 
Unjustly, according to Corsin Battaglia, head of Empa’s Materials for Energy Conver-
sion lab. This battery works at an operating temperature of 300 degrees, but is ex-
tremely well insulated. As a result, the energy required to keep it warm remains within 
limits. “Compared to lithium ion batteries, this battery has major advantages as a 
stationary storage battery: Being made of nickel and table salt, it doesn’t need any 
cobalt or graphite and doesn’t loose power, even if kept fully charged – and unused 

– for longer periods.”
Many telecommunications companies thus already rely on backup power batteries 
of this type. These batteries can even be used in extreme climatic conditions: due to 
their good thermal insulation, it doesn’t make a difference whether they have to 
supply electricity on a hot summer’s day at Zurich Airport or on a cold winter’s night 
in the Swiss Alps.
Switzerland leads the way in the development of these batteries, which are produced 
by the company FZSoNick SA in Stabio. Empa is collaborating with the company to 
improve the ceramic electrolytes for this type of battery. The salt melt and the liquid 
sodium anode have to be separated by a alumina ceramic material, which is also 
able to conduct ions. The anode and cathode in this battery thus consist of molten 
substances – the electrolyte comprises a ceramic layer that separates these melts. If 
the researchers succeed in improving this ceramic electrolyte, the battery’s perfor-
mance and lifespan will increase.

PICTURE: iStockphoto.com, wikipedia
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Robust batteries made of scrap

Lithium is growing scarce? Don’t worry. We can build low-cost, long-lasting batteries from 
waste graphite and metals that are in plentiful supply. Such as aluminum from disused planes.

Low-cost and long-lasting: 
Aluminum battery with graphite as a cathode

Kostiantyn Kravchykworks in the group of Maksym Kovalenko. This research group is 
based atat both ETH Zurich and in Empa’s Laboratory for Thin Films and Photovoltaics. 
The two researchers’ ambitious goal at the Empa branch is to make a battery out of the 
most common elements in the Earth’s crust – such as magnesium or aluminum. These 
metals offer a high degree of safety, even if the anode is made of pure metal. This also 
offers the opportunity to assemble the batteries in a very simple and inexpensive way 
and to rapidly upscale the production.
In order to make such batteries run, the liquid electrolyte needs to consist of special ions 
that do not crystallize at room temperature – i.e. form a kind of melt. The metal ions 
move back and forth between the cathode and the anode in this “cold melt”, encased 
in a thick mantle of chloride ions. Alternatively, large but lightweight organic anions, 
which are metal-free, could be used. This does come with a problem, though: where 
are these “thick” ions supposed to go when the battery is charged? What could be a 
suited cathode material? By way of comparison: in lithium ion batteries, the cathode is 
made of a metal oxide, which can easily absorb the small lithium cations during charging 
(see p.13). This does not work for such large ions, however. In addition, these large 
anions have an opposite charge to the lithium cations.
To solve the problem, Kovalenko’s team had a trick up their sleeves: the researchers 
turned the principle of the lithium ion battery upside down. In conventional Li-ion 
batteries, the anode (the negative pole) is made of graphite, the layers of which (in a 
charged state) contain the lithium ions (see p. XY).In Kovalenko’s battery, on contrary, 
the graphite is used as acathode (the positive pole). The thick anions are deposited in-
between the graphene layers. In Kovalenko’s battery, the anode is made of metal.
Kravchyk made a remarkable discovery while searching for the “right” graphite: he 
found that waste graphite produced in steel production, referred to as ”kish graphite”, 
makes for a great cathode material. Natural graphite also works equally well – if it is 
supplied in coarse flakes and not ground too finely or into folded, non-flake shapes. The 
reason: the graphite layers are open at the flakes’ edges and the thick anions are thus 
able to slip into the structure more easily. The fine-ground graphite normally used in 
lithium ion batteries, however, is ill-suited for Kovalenko’s battery: by grinding the 
graphite particles, the layers become creased like crumpled-up paper. Only small lithium 
ions are able to penetrate this crumpled graphite, not the new battery’s thick anions.
The graphite cathode battery constructed from steel production “kish graphite” or raw, 
natural graphite flakes has the potential to become highly cost-effective. And if the first 
experiments are anything to go by, it is also long-lasting. For several months, a lab 
system survived thousands of charging and discharging cycles. “The aluminum chloride 

– graphite  cathode battery could last decades in everyday household use,” explains 
Kravchyk and adds “similar demonstrations, but further increased battery voltages, 
without compromising capacities, and of even lighter elements are on the way and  
will offer further increase in energy densities from current 60 Wh kg-1 to above  
150 Wh kg-1”

Inexpensive and safe:
Magnesium or sodium instead of lithium

Researchers from Empa have teamed up with scientists from the University of Geneva, the Paul Scherrer Insti-
tute (PSI) and the Henryk Niewodniczański Institute of Nuclear Physics in Poland on a research project, “Novel 
Ionic Conductors”. The latest studies headed by Empa researcher Arndt Remhof (see also p.19) reveal that 
sodium and magnesium are just the ticket for developing new, pure solid-state batteries. Functional sodium-
based prototype cells have already yielded highly promising results. What’s more, the electrolyte is non-toxic, 
non-flammable and remains chemically stable, even above 300 degrees, which makes it particularly safe. In 
parallel, the team headed by Hans Hagemann at the University of Geneva devised a more cost-effective tech-
nique for producing the new solid electrolytes.
Meanwhile, the team has also developed a solid electrolyte for magnesium. Previous research projects in this 
field can be counted on one hand. Although setting magnesium in motion is difficult, it is all the more inter-
esting: it is light and available in abundance But more importantly, a magnesium ion has two positive charges, 
whereas lithium only has one. Essentially, this means that it stores almost twice as much energy in the same 
volume.

“These initial projects were primarily proof-of-concept studies,” says Empa researcher Elsa Roedern. “We are 
still a long way from having a complete and functional prototype, but we have taken the first important step 
towards achieving our goal.”

PICTURE: iStockphoto.com
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A marketplace for energy

TEXT: Karin Weinmann / PICTURE: iStockphoto.com

flows have to be optimized by means of 
“smart” regulation.

In a project at Empa’s energy demon-
strator in Dübendorf, researchers are now 
testing a new possibility to combine the grid, 
power suppliers, consumers and storage sys-
tems in a smart way on an urban district  
level. The goal is to find out how renewable 
energy can boost the grid’s stability and  
be exchanged between districts in an opti-
mum way.

The idea, developed at EPFL in Lau-
sanne, involves viewing the power grid as a 
trading floor of sorts: every participant can 
offer or request energy with a desired price 
tag attached. An intelligent control system 
manages energy flows in such a way as to 
minimize the overall costs of the system.

How much does it cost to charge?
Take the example of a stationary storage bat-
tery: if it is fully charged, it doesn’t make 

much sense to pump in more electricity – so 
charging the battery even more becomes 
expensive in this “energy marketplace”. At 
the same time, the battery serves as an ener-
gy source – drawing energy becomes cost-
effective. Once the battery charge has 
dropped to a few percent, however, it will 
be cost-effective to re-charge but expensive 
to discharge. In this energy marketplace, 
every participant has their own agent, ir-
respective of whether they are producers, 
consumers or storage systems. This agent 
translates the device’s current needs into a 
common language and forwards this 
inform-ation to a hub, which is responsible 
for a sub-grid. This hub has its own intelli-
gence: it monitors the grid, collects the 
needs and offers from all participants in “its” 
sub-grid and calculates how the energy 
flows ought to be conducted ideally – at a 
rate of ten times per second. A neutral 
energy exchange has thus been created.

Switzerland’s power supply is on the 
brink of a major transformation: 
instead of a few large-scale power 

plants, a growing number of small, decen-
tralized producers are feeding electricity 
from biomass, wind power and photovol-
taics (PV) into the grid. Especially in wind 
power and photovoltaics, the amount of 
energy that is fed in is subject to heavy tem-
poral fluctuations depending on the weath-
er. Storage devices are used to keep the grid 
stable and guarantee an uninterrupted pow-
er supply. This makes the power grid of the 
future far more complex: instead of centrally 
regulating the major power plants in such a 
way as to produce just as much energy as is 
needed, the decentralized generators will 
have to store energy at times when it is not 
required. To maintain the equilibrium be-
tween numerous extra energy suppliers and 
storage systems on the energy grid and 
avoid overexerting the power lines, energy 

Video

COMMELEC - arranging energy sources 
and storage facilties in a virtual market-
place. (EPF Lausanne)

https://youtu.be/Kw2kwdfAU2M

This also allows special circumstances to be 
taken into account: if electricity production 
fluctuates heavily in a short period of time, 
for instance, it makes more sense to charge 
and discharge a supercapacitor instead of 
straining a battery with numerous charging 
and discharging cycles, which would age it 
quite rapidly. In this case, the cost of char-
ging the battery is considerably higher than 
charging the supercap – and so the energy 
will flow to the latter.

Flexible and freely expandable
One advantage of the idea is that the system 
can also be expanded flexibly in future: if 
new storage possibilities, producers or con-
sumers join, they merely require their own 
agent to translate their needs and offers – 
and they are already part of the energy mar-
ketplace.

Empa is testing this concept in ehub’s 
energy system. The energy demonstrator, 

which supplies the research building NEST 
and the mobility demonstrator move with 
energy, combines thermal and electrical 
energy components. These include a photo-
voltaic plant, heat and cold storage units,  
a hydrogen cycle, heat pumps and supercon-
densers as well as batteries, which are com-
bined with each other in various grids.  
Each of these sub-grids is regulated by its 
own hub.

In future, the system should also work 
on a larger scale. And the researchers have 
already worked out how: in a district, a hub 
combines the resources available and the 
sub-grid it monitors into a virtual resource 
with a single, “accumulated” cost function. 
The next hub on the level above would thus 
receive rather simple information. Not only 
could such an energy marketplace include 
individual districts, but also cities, regions 
or even the whole country. //

The energy grid is becoming increasingly complex: decentralized energy produc-
ers require storage possibilities, such as large stationary batteries, to guarantee 
our power supply even with an increase in heavily fluctuating energy sources 
like solar and wind power. A project at Empa’s research and technology plat-
form ehub (Energy Hub) is analyzing how energy flows can be regulated intelli-
gently and in real time.
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